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GENERAL INFORMATIONS
LESSONS :
The 2-hours kite lessons are provided daily as long as there is wind. The first session is at
9:30, the second at 11:45 and the last at 14:00. Schedules may change depending on the
weather and availability of customers.
Thank you to arrive in advance to be ready to embark on time to fully enjoy your
session.
Sunglasses secured with a cord are strongly recommended.
Ideal outfit: surf shorts and licra (or neoprene top).
I take you during all the courses in open water in the lagoon and I ensure your safety by boat.
SPOTS :
I change the spot according to the weather conditions to optimize and increase the days of
practice.
Attention, also plan to arrive early when it's the first time you come on the spot to give
you time to find the place and be on time.
SPOT 1. MARAA. PK 28.
Google Maps coordinates : -17.741458,-149.574603.
Go to the car park on the sea side near the “fare vaa'a”.
SPOT 2. POINTE ERIC. PK 34,5.
Google Maps coordinates : -17.759546, -149.521050.
Take the easement in front of Papara's Total Station. At the goose dough, turn right and
continue to the end of the easement to get to the beach.
SPOT 3. MATAIEA PK 43,5.
Google Maps coordinates : -17.772493, -149.434281.
Meeting at the wooden pontoon next to the marina Tehoro in Mataiea pk 43,5 (do not enter
the marina).
SPOT 4. JARDIN BOTANIQUE PK 51,2.
Google Maps coordinates : -17.761408, -149.370106.
Head to the beach next to the fare Ovini. Park in the car park, pass the wooden gate and walk
200 m straight to the beach.
SPOT 5. BAIE DE PHAETON PK 56.
Google Maps coordinates : -17.738486, -149.334542.
Go to the right of the concrete dock at the pk 56 lagoon in Papeari.
SPOT 6. MARINA DE FARATEA A TARAVAO PK 0.
Google Maps coordinates : -17.719092, -149.305713.
East Coast. Departure by boat to Faaone or to the peninsula at motu nono.
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RESERVATIONS :
We choose together the day and time of the course. If the conditions are favorable, I valid the
evening before at 19:30 by SMS or email.
Thank you for confirming your arrival by return of sms or email.
If the conditions are not favorable, I warn the day before to cancel or stagger the session. At
worst, I warn 1:00 before the appointment to cancel in the case of a last minute wind shortage.
If you wish to cancel your meeting, thank you to inform me as soon as possible so that I
organize myself with another client or that I do not make the trip for nothing.
CLIENT INFORMATIONS:
•

I need to know:
Your name, first name, phone number and email to reach you quickly.
Your age to best adapt my teaching pedagogy.
Your height and weight to select the material that I provide you:
kite
board
harness
floatation vest
helmet with radio.

RATES:
For the students.
course: 12 000 cfp
package 4 courses: 44 000 cfp (valid for 1 year, to be paid at the end of the first session)
For autonomous kitesurfers.
Supervised renting: 8 000 cfp (material breakage at the customer's expense)
Supervised navigation: 4 000 cfp (you come with your equipment)
Package 10 supervised sailings: 36 000 cfp (valid for 1 year, to be settled at the end of the
first session)
Down wind: 8 000 cfp
Payment of all benefits at the end of the session in cash.
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INSURANCE :
Being insured in RC (liability) for the practice of kitesurfing in school is mandatory.
The PACIFIC KITE school is affiliated with the AFKITE (French Kite Association), so
before your course you can take your student insurance online, valid for 365 days worldwide,
for 29 €.
If you think you have to practice outside of a school underwritten the insurance practicing at
35 €.
You can also take out insurance for a single student day at 12 €.
Save time by subscribing online before your course:
http://www.air-assurances.com/formAFKite.asp
Fill in my school number 98002 and follow the instructions. You will instantly receive your
certificate by e-mail (I will also receive a copy).
With this subscription, you can adjust the effective date to the first day of your activity or any
other chosen date in order to really benefit from 365 days of full coverage.
I advise you to subscribe an optional IA (individual accident) covering your personal damage
(+ 23 €).
Advantage linked to AFKITE membership: KITEPASS
Beyond being insured in civil liability, my school will provide you with a kitepass, that is to
say a level map that will allow you to follow your progress.This card is recognized worldwide
in IKO centers and will allow you to certify your level with other French schools or during
your travels abroad.
IN SUMMARY:

Wear sunglasses
To be insured in RC
Being on time at the rendezvous
Provide me with customer information
My tel number: 89 50 20 27
I remain at your disposal for any further information.
See you soon.

